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This is London
by Henry K. Evan,
This is London! F.dward R. Mwrow
madethisphrascafamous dinncrtablecxpre&-·
sion a a JUUh of his trmue as the C.B.S.
London ~ c : n l during World War ll.
ProfCSS(X'S Prince, Dowm, and Roberts, along
with fourteat students participated in the
WMCL Summer London program. They
faundanewmcaningfcrMwrow'scxprcs.gon.
This group of legal ambiwadors
cmlncedtheissucsandchallengcsthatplague
the F.nglish Legal System. These problems
included: reforms to the historically split bar,
challcngcsfoundintheEuropeanCommunity,
and conflicts in land preservation.
WMCL provided comparative
judicial administration and comparative land
use as courses that allowed the faculty and the
Sllldemstoresolvethesep'Ot>lcms. Thepurpa;c
of both courses was to give the students an
enhanced aptreeiationfcr the American legal

Smoke
By: Peter Erllnder
i..t week's Supreme Court ruling on

Profeaaora Roberta, Prince and Downs at Stonehenge on the

Fourth of July .
oral b'lldition and appellate process. Judge

GordonW.Shumaker,RamseyCourty District
Court, illustrated a district court judge's
jurisdiction.
WhileinLondon,Pcofessor Michael
system.
bnder, dean of the Law School-London
The group concurrenlty cx.amincd
School of Economics, spoke on the anatomy
the British and American legal systans in of the British legal system. Profcswr Richard
comparative judicial administration.
The
Whish, law professor King's College
issues disa1ssc:d in this course included: the
University of London, discussed the
pupose of justice, the use of precedents, the
comequence of the.anti-trust law used in the
need fer a jwy lrial,theselectionofjudges.and European Community. Profwor Andrew
the role of the lawyer.
Unger, law professor London Polytechnic
Prof~ Matt Dowm and Dave College, lectured on comparative tort law.
Prince team taught this course. Pcof~r
Eight hours of court room observa
Maynard E. Pirsig compiled and edited the tions were required for the students who
tex1from a collectionofEnglishandAmeric:an enrolled in CJA. The students observed the
authorities. Thctexl Jr<>vided a largespectrum Minnesota district oourts, and in London the
of id~. and it included chapters on the French students visited all the different Fnglish Courts.
and Gaman legal systans.
The students kept a journal, and disrusscd the
Sixdi.ffacntpeoplegucstlecturcdto court proa:.edings.
thegroup. Beforethegroupdeputai, Professor
While in London, students were
David Herr, adjunct i:rof~r of law WMCL placed with different solicitor's firms and
, defined Uoyd 's of London and explained its barristec's cllambers. A student accompanied
bank:ruptcyJroblcms.JusticeHarriet Laming, her barrister to see the House of Lords render
Minnesota Court of Appeals, illuminated the anopiniononamattathatthebarruterlitigated,
and another student aided
his barrister in court.
Another group saw their
Barrister sit as a deputy
Chanccllory Judge, and
issue an injunction. I
received a special tourand
lunchatlnnerTemplewith
my banister.
Every student
visited a solicitor's firm.
Some saw large firms
while others visited
smaller firms. From one
visit. the group learned that
a large London solicitor's
firm acts reseived in the
legislative process in
London, but thesamefinn
behaves actively in the
European Community
legislative process at their
BruMCls' office.
Professors
Eileen Roberts and Dave
Prince team taught
comparative land use.
Students compared land
preservation in the United
States and the United
Kingdom. Before the
group left, the class
Big Btn. PHOTOS BY HENRY EVANS

ventured along historic Summit Avenue,
participated in the Minnesota Histcrical
Society, and visited the Minneapolis Park
system.
While in London, the group toured
different National Trust sights. These places
includal: Ighlham Mote, where one can fmd
the American Flag on the Fourth of July;
Knole, where one can see deer, Sissinghurst
Garden, where Virginia Wolfe wrote;
Stonehenge Down, where a large circle of
rock's can be found; Avebwy, where the Celtic
socialized; Brownsea Island, where term and
other animals refuge; Corfe Castle, where
Oliver Cromwell defeated the cavaliers during
the English civil war, and Kingston Lacy,
where different eras of F.oglish history can be
found.
Afie.r the Fou.'111 of July wcclc aid
celebration trip to Salisbury, the~ lcamcd
how the London Docklands, and the Riva
1bames aid London's economy.
Ben Ward, who is a solicitor and an
archaeologist, addressedthe class on
preservation problems. Mr. Ward illustrated
the problems that occurred after Shakespeare's
Globe theater was discovered. He noted that
on lhalsight were Romanrcmaim; a Medieval
and Renaissance foundation, and once a
Georgian buidling. One problem in land
preservation is which historical era docs one
save. andhowd~oncdctcnnincwhichcra to
preserve.
Hermione Hobhouse, director of
Regent's Parle. explained how the doctrines of
eminent doniain and equitable servitude were
usedwhenRegent'sParkandTrafalgarSquare
wercaeated inthemiddlenineteenlhcentury.
Peter Fowler, professor of
archaeology at NewCastlc University, spoke
to the~ on the problems with Stonehenge.
He shared an account of a video recording of
police beating a caravan of "travelers."
1'ravelcis'' are people who fmd their solace
by celebrating the summer solstice at
Stonehenge. Under F.oglish law, the police
have the right to prohibit any person whom
they think ~ a lrllvellcr from getting into
Stonehenge during the two weeks before the
swnma solstice. 1be British Government
ccmored the video tape that Professor Fowler
mentioned, and it has never been seen by the
public.
Thistripexposedthegrwptofnglish
culture, and acclimated them to F.nglish law.
The participants believe the experience and
knowledge they learned are invaluable.

theSt Paulaoss-burningcrdinance, which
FJJ'Sl Amendment advocates first greeted
with relief, has some ominous
undercurrents no one seems to have
noticed. Eventhoughthecourtwasunani
mousinholdingthalthecrdinanccviolated
the FJJ'Sl Amendment, a close reading of
the opinions reveals fundamental divi
sions on the court. 1be majority opinim
and concurring opiniomarecuriouspieccs
of work; they include open accusations of
intellectual dishmcsty and unfair ma
nipulation of legal p-ecedcnts. If the
feelings nm deep, it's because the stakes
are high.
The Minnesota Supreme Court, you '11
rcmember,hadheld that using an offensive
racial name er symbol not only could
result in civil damages for slander, hbel,cr
assault-which has long been the law. It
went a step further, allowing aiminal
charges on the grounds that such words
and symbols were inhctcnLly offemive. It
effecti~ely labeled such expression
"fighting words.'' which have never been
protected by the First Amendment
In the majority opinion, Scalia
introduced a new method for analyzing
FJJ'Sl Amendmciit cases that substantially
changes existing law. Scalia's opinion,
joined by the Nixon-Reagan-Bush claque
of Rehnquist, Kennedy, Souter, and
Thomas, sets outforthefJJ'Sl time the idea
that ony ananptby government to control
the content ofa message (from lawsagaimt
aoss-buming to onts prohibiting the
disfigurement of anatomically correct
effigies of politicians) is unconstitutional.
Forthoseofusconccmed withmaintaining
First Amendment freedoms, this scans
like an outoome that makes sense, if it's
true that the whole purpose of the First
Amendmenlistopotcc1unpopularspeech.
This dcl"eme of "absolute freedom of
exp~ion" might seem surpising from
Justice Scalia, who just last year agreed
that the government could outlaw nwie
dancing, because the content of the
performance was not protected by the
FJJ'Sl Amendment Three days before the
St Paul case was decided, Scalia also
joined a Rehnquist dissent in arguing
governments should be allowed to charge
unlimited fees for acoess to public places
for parades and demonstrations.
What Scalia has done isn't nearly as
salutary to free speech interests as it may
look. Interpolating these three decisiom,
it becomes evident that he's deftly forging
a new FirstAmendment doctrine,one that
shifts the acid test for government restric
See SMOKE, page 3

Freedom From Catalunya
by Stephen Kelly
..Frcedmn for Catalunya" read the .
shirt of a girt in a Barcelona plaza. Most
Americans probably don't know where
Calalwiya is and ifthey do, they don't under
stand the strength of the independence
movement there.
I was in Barcelona to visit a friend
of mine, Marta Cendra.With me was the
world. What I mean to·say is that the XXV
Olympiad was beginning. We wetc in the
plaza foc a party; nothingrtew in lbaia. The
party was to celebrate the ~ing of the
Olympic Torch through Marta's neighbor
hood Aracia. all night long the torcll was
moving throughneighborhoodsand each one
was having a party to celebrate. By party I
mean a band in the central plaza ofthe neigh
borhood and much dancing. All around the
plaza people wa-e waving the Catalan flag.
But, "Wait a minute," you say, "where is the
Spanish flag?" According to the gentle folk
of Catalunya~ Catalunya is not Spain.
Numerous waving flags attest to thaL
During my weekend in Barcelona,
located in Catalunya, my friend Marta gave
me first rate lessons in what it means to be
Catalan, and why people want it to be an
independent nation.
The first l~ninthec~ was the language.
Anyone thinking they can get byin Barcelona
speaking Spanish is sadly mistaken. They
don't even call Spanish Spanish(Espanol),
but "Castellano". The signs on the street, the
1V station, the advertisements, and the con
versation in the streets is in Catalan (Catala).
Of course everyone knows Castellano, but
that language is like a foreign invader. It's
like spcalc:ing l lclrcw al an OPEC meeting. I
picked up Catala and, at the end of the wc:ck,
lcouldsay"dc:u" (goodby), "sisplau" (please),
and ..gracies" (thank you).

A Madrid friend of mine told me

1hal Catala was not a language but a dialect.
He said it was a mixture of bad French and
worse Spanish. My own belief is that Catala
isalanguageofitsownfortworeasom. First,
I speak Spanish and had taken a Fraich
course in college, and hell if I knew what
people were talking about when they spokein
Catala. Second, it has existed a long timeand
has an epic poan written before 1490 called
"Tuant lo Blanc."
The second part of the l~on was
this flag thing. The Spanish flag is a yellow
stripe in between two red stripes with the
King's emblem in the middle. The Catalan
flag is a series ofsmall yellow and red stripes.
But wait, the fun doesn't stop there. There's
aCatalanflagwithabluetriangleandstiu'.that
signifies a desire for inorc independence, but
not separation. There's anothcc Catalan flag
withayellowtriangleandastarthatsignifies
total separation.
1be flag, especially the regular
Catalan one, hangs from every balcony in this
city of three million. It hangs in the stores, is
on the back of cars and, at times, hangs off
from the backs of people like capes. Appar
ently, the city govcnunent was giving them
away free of charge, in a vain attempt to get
thcinnessage acr~ to the world. By using
the Olympics as the world's eye, the Catalans
are missing the point. I doubt anyone who
doesn't understand the complicated system
of flags would understand or care. Maybe
they should have called Bellicourt for tips on
how to use a major sporting event to get your
idea across.
·n,elhird Jcs.wn on Catalunya came
with the movement. Marta and I wml lo
"Criada a la Solidartat. Catalana", or Cry of
Catalan Solidarity, located on Passage Joan
Miro No. 7 primi, a back alley, if ever there

~hy

-

was one. On the way up the stq:,s, Marta told
me not to speak Castellano which was fine
with me; it was like a license to be an ugly

American and speak English at evezyone.
You walk in the door and people in every
comer are writing signs, photocopying,
counting stickers.and calling contacts. Good
lord, it was like the OO's! A map from 1981

hungonthewall. ltwasofE.urope.howthese
people want it to be. Spain isdepieled as four
distin~ countries - Euskadi, Catalun~
Galliza, and Castilla; Estonia, Latvia,
Uthuania,andliplandareseparatecountries
(well I didn't say they were completely
wrong!). France was split, Belgium was in
two, Great Britain three, Germany was
unified, and Ireland was whole (as God
intende.d-editor's note.). A granola-looking
girt (the translation for granola would be
"bull huggef') came up and asked how we
could help the movement. We said we were
there to buy T-shirts and she was overjoyed.
After haggling over price and
change we were ready to leave. The woman
asked if I was American and I said, "Yes."
She was happy to spread_the movcmmL As
Ilcft, I said, "Dcu.", and every writer, copier,
and caller looked up and with a smile saw,

"I>cu."
The fourth lesson was the
counter-reaction. I met a guy named Jordi
who said fights had been breaking out be
tween CatalanhippiesandSpanishskinheads.
When we were al the plaza for the running of
the torch, a woman and two men cane in
wavingaSpanishflaginthehandsofastable.
Cars were honking at the man, flashing their
lights and giving wruil I understand to be "the
finger."
'lhe story with this is that Spanish
people who live in Catalan have come undu
suspicion and find they're losing friends.

IS i_t

by Margie Skelton

Those people are a fighting back but are, to
their detriment, outnumbered.
Thefifthand lastlessmwaswatch
ing the opening ceremonies ofthe Olympics
withMarta'sfamily. Whendancerscameout
and did ..Sardanas'', the family clapped.
Sardanas are a typical Catalan dance
acoompanied by music from a Catalan flute
(which, I might add, sounds a wee bit Irish).
WhenthedancascameoutanddidSevillanas,
an Andalucian dance. the family threw up
their hands and said, "What does this Spanish
dancehavetodowithCatalunya?~'and ..Lord,
how srupid this is..." 1be family was soon
relieved when a theater group (play people)
who came out and performed their rendition
of Hen:ules founding Barcelona. Marta's
father, ~ho was fond of talking about
something and then chasing you around the
house with a book that had a picture. map <r
chart ofwhat you were talking about,had me
cornered. Bythetimetheopeningccn:monies
ended,lhadapileofbooksonthefoundingof
Barcelona and Hercules in general.
Fmally, the Spanish team came out
(lofcourseonlywanted toseel.arry,Michael,
Magic, and the boys). Prince Felipe, heir to
the throne, was carrying the Spanish flag.
"Why isn't a Catalan carrying the flag?" and
"Doesn't the king look srupid?" were com
mon statements. When the Prince's sister,
Cristina, started crying, all hell broke loose.·
Aftec the players were in and the torch was lit,
dancers came out and did "Castellers'' or
human Castles. Many people stand on the
bottom and a tower ofpeople standing shoul
der to foot make a CastclleJ"S. It looked rather
silly to me, but the family shouted the praise
of this Catalan tradition. At the end of the
See CATALUNYA, page 11
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...that it seems nothing is covered by WMCL ever-increasing tuition? Students have to pay
extra for a copy of our transcripts, to park in the school parking lot, to get health insurance, to
buy a WMCL copy card and now students have to pay ten dollars per visit (after the first visit)
for counseling (most likely for stress associated with huge loan debts). What's next, a charge
to look at the job books in Career Services?
...thatnowthatthedrinkingfountaininHacheyCommonsworksforthefirsttimeinthreeyears
there's an "Out of Order" sign attached to ·it?

Student Bar Auociatloa
WWlam MilcbeU College of Law
875 Summit A•enue
S.int Paul, MN 55105
(612) 290-6370

Co-Edi tors-In-Chief
. HeoryEnn1
Donna Muellner
Tami Sandberg
Margie Skehon
Bueln•••I Adverl~elng Manager

...that the stamp machine was mysteriously moved from Hachey Commons to Room 104?

Donna Muellner

Slall

...that anti-abortion demonstrators at the Ford Parkway Planned Parenthood consistently
harass women entering the clinic when most are attempting to prevent pregnancy by getting
on some type of birth control?
...that KJ104 the only exclusive alternative rock station in the Twin Cities has been replaced
with yet another country station? Are the Twin Cities vying for Na$hville's position as country
capitol of the world?
___that each year the number of people entering law school increases while it's getting more
and more difficultfor law students who graduate to find jobs and lawyer's salaries are dipping
SEPTEMBER 1992

Tu Opinioa ii an. iDdcpcndcnl puhlication
of the Stu.dent Bar ANocialion of William
Mitchell Collcp ol Law. II.I purpote ii to
proYidc information, commmt.vy, and .a
lilllc run on topia or iolerat lo the achool
eolllllllllUlJ. Opmi- apruecdarcDOlth
of William Milchcll Collep of Law, ii.I
emplora, the Board of Tnutea, or the
Opinioacditon and 1taff, unlmupecif"acallJ
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to an all time low?
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Ledu, Daniel O'Phclan, MJla SaldiYAr,
lguatiua Udeani
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The Phoenix Has Risen

from page 1

tim on expression from the ~ff~cts of the
govcmmentactiontothecxpressinknl of the
rcslriction. lbismeansthalgovcmmcntmay
impose manifoJd RSlrictions m free speech
aslqasthestated puposeofthereslriction
is for some othC'l' valid pupose.
Under Scalia 's brave new FU'Sl Amend
ment theuy, for cumple, stablms that limit
flag burning are unconstitutional only if the
govc:rmnent's purpose is to regulate speech;
Outlawing flag burning m a public safety
measure wouJd be okay. Outlawing nudity,
even though nudity often is used to cmvey a
m ~ is fine.as lmgasthe ban is based on
moral grounds. Most significant, it's this
twist of logic that allows Scalia toagree with
Rehnquist that it's ccmtitutionally pennis
sible to m•e people pay for using public
facilities to express their opinims based on
the estimated aJ5tS to thegovemmcnL Hyou
want to celebrate Flag Day, that shouldn't
costmuch; if you•d like tohoJd a rally around.
abortimrighls ornuclearwastesstaage, that
might cost a little more. Or a lot more.
In ~ce, Scalia and a majority of the
Supreme Court are moving toward a Fust
Amendment standard that will allow a price
tag to be attached to the exercise of Fust
Amendment rights. It will give government
the power to veto virtually any message, as
long as the stated purpose of the veto is for
ream other than its contenL
'The case that makes the true import of
Scalia's mm-burning opinion clear is the
case from Forsyth County, Georgia, decided
threcdaysearlier. lnthatcase,theNaziParty
was succes5ful in challenging a county per
mit pn,cc:durethatallowed adaily fee ofupto
$1,.000 for using public facilities. Scalia

would have allowed the $1,000..per-day fee
to stand because the county stated that the fee
was based on adminiSb"ative costs related to
the size and nature of the gathaing, not the
content.of the message. (lrmically, Forsyth
County enacted the permit scheme as a way
to prevent civil rights marchas from hold~
events in the all-white county.)
I knew Antonin Scalia as a faailty col
league at the University of Chicago Law
School in the early 191K>'s. I, like many
others, have great respect for his intellect.
Becauseofthat,lfeel quite surehe'saware of
the fundamental change hisopinim imposes
m the FU'Sl Amendment doctrine.
Scalia is a person of great cmvictimand
a very doctrinaire thinker besides. He is quite
camfortable stating, without the support of
judicial p-ecedent, that nudity that includes
an element ofexp-ession is not protected by
the FU'Sl Amendment and that "moral ~
sitim to nudity'' is a sufficient reason to
prohibit. it Likewise his opinion in the
cnm-bumingcase is not a blow agaimt "po
litical correctness''; rather, it's part of a
developing comtitutional mandate in favor
of a "political correctness" dcfmed by main
stream moralists and people or corporations
with enough financial resources to pay for
propagatingtheirideas. Heisbyingtosetthe
stage fora United States in which you literally
havetobuyyourwayintothemarketplaceof
ide..
This article originally appeared in the
July J, 1992 edition of Cir, Pae,:s.

By Michael Rowley
Like the ancient bird from Aesops' fable, a new student oiganization has
risen from the dust of the old, brushe,Htself off, and is ready to soar to new heights.
I'm taking aboutthc"Women'sLawCaucus"whichevolvcdfrom theP'CViousgroup
"Womyn's Law Students Association".
You might ask what a man is doing writing about a woman's group and I
wouJd say your questim is exactly why I decided to write this lettec. You sec, the
"Women's Law Caucus'' is not about "male bashing" and is not a radical "feminist"
group no matter what the pen:eptim is about the group that proceeded iL
The "Women's law Cauais" is about women who want a forum to
ratimally diSClm issues that ire not anly important to women, but to all groups. The
crganizatim is about womm connecting and net-working with women.
I recently had the opportunity to sitiriona planningsewon. Thiswas a group
ofsixteen women who met on the spur-of-~moment to plan two major events for
this fall. Sixteen people at any meeting for a student organization wouJd surely be
amazing,soimmcdiatelylwasencouragedbytheintctest. Asthemeetingtookshape,
I realized how excited this group ofwomen was to provide a service to other William
Mitchell women. 'Their primmy focus is m opportuoiticsJQf wom.en. but all Qf the
womenatthemeeting-a.~thehopethatmmwouldfeclfrcetoparticipatcinthcir
activities. Infact,atnotime,didlfeellikelwmnotwelC001eorthattheydidnotvalue
myideu.
. . .
. .
..
The "Women's Law Caucus" has been already active this fall. They
sponsored a gathering of women and speaken m women's mues at one of the
member's homes. App'Oximately fifty people attended, and all with whom I talked
said it was a wmderful experience. Plans are set for a busy fall so lookfornotica by
President Ann Oum. Some evmts of interest include a panel disalssim m
reproductive issues and a possible visit by the women judges on the Supane Court
of Minnesota.
The "Women's law Cauais'' is working to expand opportunitiesforwomen
and support women in law. Both areessential objectives and their non-confrontational
style will bring them success. Check this organization out at their events, or join to
more activelyparticipate in a motivated student organization Who knows, you might
learn something new about other people and, more importantly, about yourself.
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A WLC Invitation

The National Lawyer's Guild:

To the WIiiiam llitchell Community:

REBIRTH

We would like to introduce the
Women's Law Caucus to the students, fac
ulty,and staffofWilliamMitchdl Women's
Law Cauais (WLC) is an mcrgetic network
of people committed to J:X'OViding support to
women law students through education and
nelW<rking. Newly formed this year, this
group has revived the name of the oldest
women's organi7.81im on campus. With the
involvement of members of the William
Mitchell community, WLC can achieve its
mission to work toward the advancem~
support. and development of women law
students.
Marc than fifty people attended our
kick~ event m August 19th. which fea
tured William Mitchell alumnaesharing their
experiences and advise with the studerus
present. Our speakers were Oiarli Winking,
Special Assistance State Public Dcfcoder
and a legal writing professor hue at Wtlliam
Mitchell; Mary Ellen McGinnis, Referee for
the~ndjudicial District; andLisaPerszyk,
attorney at Moore, Costello & Hart. Bev
Benson, Prosecutor for Hennepin County's
drug unit was also available for questions.

ness of wa:nen lawyers. Amongthe pro
grams MWL offers is a mentorship
opportunity, matching women students with
practicing attorneys.
Women's Law Caucus also has its
ownstDdcmmenlorShipprogramthatmatchcs
first year women students with returning
women students, who will amwer panicky
phone calls or offer advice as needed. Those
who sign up for a WLC mentor at the August
reception will have an opportunity to meet
lhcir mentor at this September meeting. If
you did notsignup, butare interested inbeing
either a mentor or mentee, please come to this
meeting.
In October, we will present a panel
discussion on reproductive issues. We en
courage your suggestions on ways we can
mectlheneedsoflheWilliamMitchellCom
munity through this and other programs.

s I n cer eI y,

UPCOMING EVENTS
First. members of Minnesota
Women Lawyers (MWL) will be coming to
campus in Sept.ember to talkaboutMWLand
the irognun it has to offer. MWL is a
statewide network of women working lo
enhance the status, influence, and effective-
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By Michelle Lore and
Sunn Herl ohky (N LG)
The William Milehell Olaptu of
lheNational Lawyer's Guild is being revital
ized! The Guild is an association of law
students, legal workers, attorneys, and
jailhouse lawyers who are committed to hu
man rights and social justice. It is a progre&
sive legal <X"ganization which irovides an
opportunity to join in the fight f<X" social and
economic change.
The aim of the NLG is to Iring
together all those who ~gnize the impor
tanceofsafeguardingandeXlendingtherights
of wodters, women, farmers, and minority
groups. The NLG seeks to eliminate racism
and works to protect our civil rights and
liberties.
TheNLG was fowided in 1937 and
has provided legal support to virtually evuy
stJUggle in this country for economic, social,
and political justice. Today, almost
one-quarteroftheNLG's membership is law

students. Law school chapters serve both as
an organizing base and as a aitical iiato
surviving law school with one's political
ideals intact.
· The NLG's introductary meeting,
now an Tuesday, September 1. A number of
NLG attorneys from the local Twin Cities
Cllllptu spoke about the history of the NLG
and the significant role it has played and
canlinues to play in their own lives. The
interest being CXJ:X'e.ued aboutthe NLG here
at William Mitchell is both ctciting and
encouraging! Please watch The Docket
fordetails of the next meeting. All intucstcd
students are encouraged to attend!
The William Mitchell Chapter
would also like to congratulate Professa
Peter Erlinder, who was selected as
President-electoftheNational lawyer'sGuild
at the convention in Chicago this past sum
mer. Professor F.rlindcrtakes office as Presi
dent in August of 1993.

Fullbright Completion
The 1993-94 competition for
fulbrightand other granlS for graduatesb.ldy
willcloseoctober31, 1992. Onlyafewmore
weeks remain in which qualified graduate
Sludents may apply for one of the approxi
mately 670 awards which are available to
over 100 countries.
The purpose of these grants is to
inacase mutual understanding between the
people of the United States and other COWl·
tries through the exchange of persons,
knowledge and skills. They are provided
widerthetenns ofthemutual educational and
cultural ex.changeactofl961 (Fulbright-Hays
act) and by foreign governments, universi
ties, corporatiom and private donois.
Most of the grants offered provide
round-trip transportation, tuition and main
tenance for one academicyear;a few provide
international travel only, or a stipend intended as a partial grant-in-aid.
_
Applicants must be U.S. citizens at
lhc time of application, and must generally

hold a bachelor's degree or its equivalent
before lhe beginning date of the grant, and in
most cases. should be proficient in the lan
guage of the host country. F.xcq>t for certain
specific awards, candidates may not hold the
Ph.d.at the time of application.
Creative and perfonning artists are
not required to have a bachelor's degree, but
musthavefouryears ofprofessional study <X"
equivalent experience. Candidates in medi
cine must have an M.D. or the equivalent
(e.g., D.D.S.) al the time of application.
Application forms and further
information may be obtained from college or
university fulbrighl J:X'ograDl advisers, IIE's
New Yodtheadquartcrsorooeofitsregional
offices in Chicago, Denver, Houston or San

Francisco.
The deadline for receipt ofapplica
tiom is October 31, 1992. Requests for
application materials received after October
15, 1992 will not be honored.
For more information call (212) 984-5327

FALL OPINION QUIZ

Win a case of Pig's Eye Pilsner
1. Which U.S. president coined the phrase, and issued a stern warning against the
power of the "military--industrial complex?"
2. Only three people have been nominated for Academy Awards for both acting and
writing In the same film. The first two were Charlie Chaplin and Orson Wel!es. T~e
third wrote and acted in the lilm that won the Academy Award for Best Picture in
1976. Who is this writer/actor?
·
3. Who was prime minister of Norway during Wor'l'd War II? His complicity with
the occupying Nazis has caused his name to enter the language as a synonym for
grovelling treachery.
4. The majority of the Earth's population lives south of the equator. True or False?
5.. He may have been the greatest pitcher ever lo play baseball, bul because of
segregation, he didn't play .i n the major leagues until 1948, when he was 42 years
old. That year he helped lhe Cleveland Indians win lhe American League pennant.
Whal was the name of this legendary pitcher?

I
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6 . In this classic Western from 1960, one of lhe characters, played by Robert
Vaughn, was a gay gunfighter who h.ad losl his speed ~nd his.nerve, b~t who .regai~ed
his courage and redeemedhimself in the end. Whats the !Ille of lh1s movie, which
also starred Yul Brynner and Sieve McOueen?
7 . Identify the author of this quote: "A cynic is one who knows lhe price of
everything and lhe value of nothing?"
8. This controversial, Russian-born writer haled conformity and collectivism. She
exalted the individual, creative spirit in novels like The Fountainhead.
9. The most distinctive feature of Gothic architecture, this structural device
allowed the walls lo have large windows, while still carrying the great weight of
the stone ceiling vaults and the roof. What's lhe name of lhis structural component?

1o. At the conclusion of the Baille of Britain, Wins Ion Churchill said, "Never in lhe
field of human conflict, was so much owed, by so many, lo so few." Who were the
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'few?."

E Board -M ember Starts Business Law
Clinic to Serve Low-Income Women
by Katherine L. Gray,
IIJF PrHldent WIICL
Many m> bono projects focus on
family law, government benefits, landlord/
taJant law, and consumer law. So, how docs
a person with a business background use her
expertise in providing gro bong services?
Cathryn Saylor Pctcnan asked herself this
qucstion,andfrom it, theBusinesd.awClinic
wasaeatcd.
Saylor Peteison is a graduating se
nior at WilliamMitdlcll Collegeoflaw. She
is a former p-esident of the school's MJF
local chapter, curraJlly sits on MJFs State
Board of Directors, and chairs the Slate's mi
1mm QOmmittce. h wa there that Saylor
Petason began to look: for a way to combine
her busineu and financial coosu1ting back
ground with a commitment to pro bonowork.
She felt strongly that other students and busi-

ness lawyers would share these two, seem
ingly mutually exclusive interests.
Aware of Chart/Women's Eco
nomic Development Corporation's
(WEDCO) program to empower women on
publicmstance,Saylor Pct.crsonacatcd the
Business Law Clinic (Bl.C) to serve these
clients. Chart/WEDCO is a non-pr9flt orga
Jll7Jltion formed to improve the economic
self-reliance of women on public assistance
through coumeling, training, and business
planningseavices. 1beclientswith whom the
Bl.C works develop a product, service or
business id~ which they rcfme under Chart/
WEDCO's Self Employment Training Op
portunities (SETO) program.
The Bl.C provides legal advice to
the clienJs both while they develop their
business plam, and later, during early opcn1tions. For example. the BLC allomcys and
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students have dealt with questions related to
commercial leasing. copyright, patent, trade
mark. oorporate dissolution, bankruptcy, and
simple oontracts. They lookfOtWard to doing
incorporations, drafting partnership
agreements. and cvencomulting on employ
ment law mattas.
In addition to providing direct cli
ent servia:s, the Bl.C students develop legal
education materials for clienJs and present
this information in a seminar foJmat under
the supavision ofa BLC attorney volunteec.
This semester's studenls will make presenta
tiom such as, "Intellecblal Property for the
Enlreprcneur,""AB~Woman'sPrimcr
in Contracts," "Using Professional Advisors
in Business," and wihe Tax Implication in
Choice of Business Organization."
SaylorP'1el'Sondevcloped the clinic
under the auspices ofa summer, independent
study project supervised by Professor Niels
Schawnann. Professor Schaumann teaches
business organizations and securities regula
tion at William Mitchell and has a strong
commitment to pro bono work. MJF's
Theresa Murray Hughes introduced Saylor
Peterson to a rwmber of pro bono organiza
tion leaders, who were happy to share their
insights on the administrative aspects of run
ning agro bong service. Saylor Peterson then
worked with William Mitchell's clinical
faculty ,regular faculty, and administrators to
arrange for insurance,oourse aedit, faculty
supervision of the studenJs, and facilities~
She formulated an operational plan for the
clinic's pilot program, addressing everything
from the clinic's mission statement to the
details of client file management and time
sheets. The operational plan WE presented to
Chart/WEDCO's board of directors in time

to obtain approval for the fall semester.
At the same time, Saylor Pcteison
reauitedtheBLC'sfirstvolunteerattomeys:
Carol Bros and Kim ClJaney fnxn 3M, and
Janet Pollish fnxn FMG!fsumura. These
attorneys worked with three students over the
course of the fll'St semester: John Herbert
( ~ f o r MJF's local diapter at William
Mitchell), Margaret O'Sw.livan Kane, and
Anne Zachritz. Saylor Pctason and Profes
sor Schaumann felt that the clinic should be
kept small during the first year of operation.
Thisscmester,theclinichasfourstudentsand
has reauited attorneys fnxn Briggs & Mor
gan, as well as Oppenheimer, Wolff &
Domelly. In addition to supervising attor
neys, Saylor Peterson isaeatinga network of
"mentor attcmcys" to provide guidance to
BLC advisors on particularly th<Xny legal
matters. Dorsey & Whitney'sBruceShnider
(MJF State Board member) wa the fust
mentor on an expmding list that now in
cludes several fawlty manbers at Wdliam
Mitchell, among others.
As for the future, Saylor Peterson
envisages a formalized clinical
with
faculty
program--complete
imtruction-at William Mitchell. In the
meantime. the program is providing students
with a valuable non-litigation, clinical expe
rience that is virtually unmatched by any law
school in the country. TheBLCalsoprovides
business lawyers with a meaningful opportu
nitytohelpclimtspursuethedream ofarating
their own successful business.

•Rq,rinkd by permission of tu Minnuoca
Justice Fowidolion fro Bono Report

Attention poets
Owing$ mills, Maryland (USA)-the national Library of poet,y has announced that
$12,<XX> in prizes will be awarded this yearto over250 poets in the North American open poetry
contest The deadline for the contest is september 30, 1992. 1bc contest is open to everyone
and cntJy is FREE.
Any poet, whether previously published or not, can be a
winnec. Every poem
entered also bu a chance to be published in a deluxe, hardbound anthology.
To enter, send one original poem, any subject and any style, to the national Library
ofpoetry, l 1419CronridgeDr., P.O.Box 704-zk,owingsmills,MD21 l l 7. The poem should
be no more than 20 lines, and the poet's name and address should appear on the top ofthe page.
F.nl,rics must be posunarked by September 30, 1992 A new conleSt opens October l, 1992.

Carey Named Partner at Sieben, Grose,

"We sell used books. "

Von Holtwn, McCoy & Carey
Minneapolis
The Minneapolis-based law offices of Sieben, Grose, Von HolbJm, McCoy & Carey
announced today that attorney James P. Carey, a William Mitdlcll College of Law graduate,
has been named partner in the firm.

H O

U R S :

Monday thru Thursday

3:00 - 6:00 p.m.

He joined the firm in 1984 as a clerk, became an associate two years later, and bu since
concentrated his practice primarily on civil trial work in cases of personal injury and product
liability. He has also authored a numba- of articles published in various trade and profemional
magazines.
Sieben, Grose, Von HolbJm, McCoy & Carey is recogni7.Cd as one of the Midwest's most
su~ful firms in winning personal injury, product liability, workers' compemation and
medical malpractice cases. The furn serves injury victims throughout the region fnxn offices
in Minneapolis, Duluth and Fairfax.
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SUMMER VACATION;

THE SEQUEL

The Eighth Amendment in Action
By John Bachman

Note: In the last installmmt we left our hoo
baltling tM cvil migrant.rlaw.rymm in South
C"oluta and Georgia. He #sad n« had
6'0"8h of rolling boulders up mep /tills so
thi.s last .rlllPIIMr he took on the to11Blaut/~
of all-lM AmeriKKKan g~rMIOll! Yes,
boys and. girLr, our man ofthe hour fo"Bht
and. nail to uq, cllild .killers, drive-by
slwotas and. M ofia car bombers from going
to THE CJWR. He spenl tho.re lazy, hazy,
crazy days of .rumnu:r in St. UJui.r with the
Mi.rs,owi Capital Punishment Ruou.rce
C~r. Our story pica up in a high-tech
IMJCinuun security prison in the Missouri

one has died in there for over a year, but
ninety men and four women arc waiting their
tum to travel about twenty feet on a gurney

very clean, rational, and distant. One drag
puts you under and another drug sendsyou to
the nett world. Justice is served and flags

That night after I get home, between an
update on Oz.zi.eSmith's chickenpox and a
chat with the owner of the hoclcey wun, the

from the holding cell down the hall.

A
psychiatrist makes the rounds watching for

wave. We were all doing our jobs and the
decision was never ours alone. There is no

Webster of Webster v. Reproductive Health
Serviccs.c omcsonandtellsmchedcservesto

emotional strain among the prison staff. It is
tough to watch someoncdieifyou'veworked

"death row." There is just "administi'alive
segregation." 1bc halls arc white and the

be the next governor because, "I put twelve
men on death row." 1be SL Louis public

with him everyday for ten years. A curtain
blocks access to the hospital. Another curtain
keep[s the state's and the defendant's

floors shine. The softball league is in full
swing. The Widowmakerslead theF.nforcers
by two games with the Atomic Dogs in third.

school system is falling apart. the city outside
my door has the highest rate of abandooed
buildings in the nation, the black infant

witnesses separated.

Thc two groups of

The assistant warden is a very smooth talker.

witnesses take separate pa~ through Potosi

He knows how to push the riw.tt buttons for

mortality rate is at 'Third World levels and
rising, but hey, it Will al) be better if WC just

CorrectionalCenlatotheirrespectivewitness
rooms. In fifteen minutes it is all over; No

bleeding hearts like us. According to the
official line, there are no "cowboys" among

execute-a few murderers. The outgoing
governor filled every seat on the Missouri

A few days before an cxerution, the

one on either side hangs around; it is a long

the guards. Only the "low-key'' get guard

Supreme Court with young ambitious

miaowavc and the fridge are taken out of the

and windy trip through the hills baclc to Joplin

nurses' brealcroom. 1bc table disappears into

or Kamas Oty or Page Boulevard.

jobs. I gu~ it was a guard filling in for
someone on vacation who told me: "Larry

Republican vampires. You're the last link
needed for the bloodbath. Go for it Willie!

staage. 1be chairs are rcammged. The
curtains to the execution cliambcc are pulled
up. People and Redboohrc t~ed or taken

A summer at Old Bailey will teach you
where law and society have been; and

(our client: eleven years on the row for
putting thirtcm bullets into someone) don't

Win that electioo and show'em what. kind of
balls it takes to get to the top and stay thei'e.

aftemoonwiththeassislantwardminMincral
Springs will teach you where they are and

givcmenotroublc. lleamcd'em. ltisjustthe
new ones that give me trouble but I break' em

There were other highlights inmy summer.
I got to spend four days in Onumwa, Iowa

where they are going. Capital punishment is

in."

doing investigation that thetrial lawyer should

'°°"'

Ozt,/a:

home. Bmilcroomtowitnessroom: itdocsn't
take long; Room AQ..008 is next door. No

havedone five years ago. I learned to answer
the most popular questiom: "Is that killer still
alive?" and "Do you really think he dcserves
an appeal'?" I saw Heaney, Gibson and
Gibson of the F.ighlh Circuit Black Robes
listen to arguments over whethrr a contract
killer should get a "second bite of the apple."
I tried to figure out how pediatric meningitis
may affect behavior twenty years later. I now
know how hard it is to kick FJavil and what
peruazocinc is. I watched a videotaped

+

AIDS is the 6th leading cause of death among young people

ages I S to 24.

confession to a triple murder. If I cannot talk
tomywifeafterwork,ranningfivcmileswill
loosen me up better than a triple Scotch.
Saew Tokyo, fuck London, stick Dorsey.

+

AIDS in 13-24-year-olds has grown 62% in the last two years.

Discover America. Do federal capital appeals.

+ Seven in IO teenagers have had sex by 18.
+ Having "unsafe" sex (no condom) is the # I way teens catch HIV.
85% of sexually active teens DO NOT use condoms.

+ 75% of AIDS cases worldwide are the result
of heterosexual contact.

+ A person could be infe.cted with HIV for an average
of 7 to IO years before showing symptoms.

+ There will be as many as 40 million people infected with HIV
worldwide by the year 2000.
•

It took 8 years to report the first I 00,000 cases of AIDS in
the US and only 26 months to report the second I 00,000 cases.

+ The WQrfd Health Organization has reported almost
500,000 cases of AIDS worldwide and estimates 1,500,000
to 2,000,000 actual cases. ,

•

One in every 2SO adults in the US is infected with HIV.
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Elvis is Dead
By

Sidronio Casas
Not long ago the United States
Postmaster General unveiled two Elvis
Presley stamps. One showed FJvis in his
young, slim years. The other portrayed Elvis
in his o~~. fat years. TQ my disbelief our
Postmasiu. announced U)at a vote would be
held to decide which of the two Elvis Slllmps
would beprinted. To make matters warscwc
could vote as m~y times as we wanted.
Amazingly enough we pay this individual to
make this kind of decision. Where ha our
Postmaster been'? Doesn't he know that we
are living in a time when we can no longer
afford to kill more trees? Doesn't he know
that there is already enough "junk'' mail
which comumcs thousands and millions of
trees every ycat? I was even more surprised
that there was hardly an uproar by our envi
ronmentally concerned citizens. 1bc solu
tion to the Elvis Presley situation seems so
clear to me. Why not print half ofthe stamps
with the young Elvis and the other half with
the older Elvis. This way we do not
unnecessarily kill anymore trees and probably
keep more people happy. If these kinds of
decisions continue to be made we as a human
race might end up just like Elvis-AU dead.

The Death Penalty: AResponse to Professor Erlinder's Comments
By:

Uimi Huaelbalch

In the Summer 1992 edition of the William Mitchdl Magazine appears Professor Peter
F.rlinder's article. Tise Euclllion ofBob Black: What Good D~s tu Death Penalty Do? It
is a Vfrf well written article, and I respect Prof~or F.rlinder's opiniom, attitudes, and beliefs
throughout. but as those of us in the field of law know, there arc two sides lo evc:ry story.
Profcsmr F.rlindcr has his; I have my own.
A few montm befOl"Cmy daughtec's seventh birthday, Harold Lamont "Walkin' Wili" Otey
received his second stay of execution. The day of his clemency hearing, I vomited in the
Nebraska State Capitol restroom after hearing his taped confe.uion of the rape, stabbing,
beating, and murder ofmy cousin JaneMcManus. That day the debate over the death penalty
stopped being a theoretical question for me too, as it did for Professor F.rlinder the day before
his daughtec's eleventh birthday.
Harold Lamont Otey never killed anyone unlil he encountered my cousin Jane. 1bat waw,
of cowse. after he had raped several other women in various states while he worked and
traveled with a hone racing circuiL He was arrested in Aorida and later confessed the graphic
details of his rape and murder of Jane in her own home on June 11, 1CJ'77. In his confemon
to Jane's murder,he said, 'To'*• tlaefunpart wasn't the raping. I got offon seeing the/ear
in tlaeir eyes. n
Obviously there isn't any deep intriguing story here: no great mystery or conlractfor a hired
hit man Otey enteredJane's house that night in June looking for something to steal. In the
p-oces., he ended up not mly stealing a stereo, but stealing a human life. He said he grabbed
Jane by the throat and threatened her with a fishing knife. When she tried to fight him off, he
cut bee on the forehead and raped her. He then went on to say that he began to panic when he
saw that she was bleeding, and it was then that he began to stab her. In his own words,
•on tlae way upstairs, I noticed slae was bleeding pretty bad from tlae cUl and I paniclu!d.
I starkdstabbing her. I laitherwillaa~r. She wasn't dead at first, wlaichl don't know
•cause I ain't no doctor, bus I strangled her just to be sure, with her belt. Tlaere was this
laammer. It was on top ofa dresser. I hit her a couple oftimes. (He then covered herface with
aslaeet}-1 couldn't stand tu sight of it."
Although Otey had a history of aiminal behavior, including confessiom to more than a
dozen rapes without being caught, his court-appointed att<xncys, unlike Bob Black's, never
failed him. Twice they have received a stay of execution for him with only afew hours to spare
from the electric chair.
At the trial there wam't anything that the jury didn't hear. The prosecution had graphic
pictures and detailed desaiptiom of how Otey used the murder weapon, a fishing knife, to
carve her body. He hit her in the head with a hammer so hard that he left deep depressions in
hersk.ull. He had stabbedherovcrtwenty six times bcforeitwasallsaid and done. According
to the coroner some stab wounds were more than seven inches deep.
1be reason all these
facts came to light is because unlikeBob Black. Otey, in reality, is a cold blooded rapist and
killer. It is a simple fact. Until Otey stepped into my cousin's house that night, I hadn't
cxpaiena:d a loss tbat directly resulted in the comcious taking of a hwnan life. Now, fifteen
years later, I still cannot imagine the horror, torture, and fear Jane must have experienced that
night. JaneMcManus wm a human being I knew intimately, as Professor Erlindcr had known
Bob Black. She was warm, caring, and like most of us al twenty six, trying to improve her life
and get ahead. I imagine that just like Bob Black, Jane was a patriot to the end as Otey took
her life away from her.
A few m<>lllm shy of my daughter's seventh birthday, I too ponder a form of Professor
Erlinder'squestion: willOtey'sdeathensureabeucrfutureformydaughterorotherchildren?
I am glad that I can feel that it will. Certainly, if it ever occurs, it will emure a better fuwrc for
thosewomenwhohcmighthavesecnaspotentialvictimsifhchadgoncfreeorrereivedparole.
Society as a whole will be assured a better future.
The death penalty is the law in the State of Nebraska. In Otcy's case, if it is carried out. it
might impose Professor F.rlindcr's clancnt of certainty-the absolute and final penalty, but it
hasn't yet. Bob Black is no longer alive; he was innooent to some e.xtcnt "Wa1kin' Wili" is
still alive; there is no question m to his guilt 1bequestion thatremaim for me is whether I am
prepared to accept a society that knowingly executes at least some irmocent people, but lets the
most heinous otkillers abuse, ridicule, and exhaust the legal system.
After hearing dozens of arguments for and agaimt the death penalty, I ask myself why we
spend so much energy cm1ting sub-issues for it (e.g. auclty, race, economic status). Why do
we always shift blame and responsibility of the death penalty to the government? Why, in so
many of my peers' arguments agaimt the death penalty, docs the government become some
kind of separate, self.sufficient. erility we arc not responsible for? Have we all_forgou.cn that
"we" are the government? All of us are members of the society that constitutes what we call
"the government" Surely you know of it, that system we all tend to think of as a big,
WlCOOlIOllablc. conuptmonster,outin Washington D.C.-thesame system none ofus want to
take responsibility for. Everyone wants to take the harrowing of the death penalty and blame
it on '"the govcrnmenL" We tend to be a blame seeking society.
Professor F.rlinder's so called death penalty/government-sponsored terror, if it WC'l'C ever
to exist, would be a terror we would all have lo take respomibility for, but not for the sake of
the Bob Black's or Will Otey's. It is really Jane's terror, Sandra Kay's terror, and all murder
viciims' terror that we all should have, and should be taking rcspomibility for. As "the gov
cmmcnl" we do not. As a society, as members Qf some kind of huge democratic "team," we
continuously, evayday, close our eyes to methods of abuse that exist rampantly in all kinds
of systems: welfare, legal, governmental, and health care. The list goes on. Certainly the death
penalty is not the only or biggest issue we deal with in our lives that can make our demoaacy
and frecdomappcar to be a deception and a fraud before the rest of the world.
Evfrjday I give thanks for citizenship in a "free and democratic" nation that affords me the
education and imight to respect Professor F.rlinder's thoughts and opiniom. I especially give
thanks lo my founding fathers who created a system that affords me the liberty, as well, lo
disagree with Professor F.rlinder, and I do in many ways. I believe in the death penalty,
especially when it is the law. But the fact remains, no matter how deep either of us reach, we
camot make the perfect argument and logical analysis magically appear out of the top hat of
our unfortunate experiences. As we both have learned, there is never an absoluterightorwrong
amwer in law--no black and white,just varying shades of gray.
We can draw conclusions from what we have learned from our unfortunate experiences;

conclusiom for our own futures and those of our children's. Many of us don't cnvisim an
wremely bright one for them in light of a national health care dilemma, a high natiooal d~
a weak economy, and an wremely high national aime rate. 'These issues are not the ones I
envisioned for my daughter's future. I agree with Professor Erlinder in the sense that it is not
the society that either of our daughters have a right to cxpctt from a "me and demoaatic"
nation, but I catainly think that my daughter should have the right to be p-otcded from those
in our society that shoot, stab, rape, beat, and murder other human being.1. Maybe she is
afforded that right through the lifetime incarceration ofheinous aiminals. Maybeshe is better
afforded that right through the certainty of the death penalty. Maybe not. One thing remains
certain: Itis always easier to defend the one harmless and innocent exception when poodcring
the answers to such questions.
I once was told ydlow roses symbolized good luck and optimism. Often I used to take a
yellow rose to Jane's grave site in hope of telling bee with enthusiasm that the system works.
But as Professor F.rlinder and I know, it works in peailiar ways that we don't always
understand. It appears to work for some and not for others. It docsn't always work the way
we want it to. I will always Slrugg}e with that fad.. I learned it in my first week ofConlracts
with Professor Heidenreich-despite our good intentions, p-omises are broken. Regardle3 of
how much we strive for perfection in our contracts, agreements, arguments. answers, or
negotiations, seldom are they ever infallible, and seldom ever are the systems we tum to for
ranedywhenwe'vebcalwronged. F.speciallythelegaloncs.1belegalsystemsw,:haveaeated
as a body politic. The same systems we have every ability to change if we want to.
Despite the death penalty and its inhecmt perplexity, I bdieve for the most part our legal
system is a good one. What we must do is accept that we are an imperfeel society. 1be legal
system, as we have aeated it. makes room for thaL We as practitioners and comwners ofit
should strive lo do the same without blame, without blaiant prejudice, and with sincere
understanding, if not for any other reason than for the Jane McManuses.
Justice Urbom ofthe Eighth Circuit Court ofAppeals granted Otey a second stay ofeucusion
to review the argumoat claiming consitusional violations in that tlae attorney general
particpated in conflicting capacities in the BoardofPardons proceeding, acting as proseculOr
and witness before that Board; sitting as decision mmc.er on the Board; and directing the
NebraslcaBoard ofParole not to mmc.e a recommendation to the NebraslcaBoard ofPardons.
1'he district court denied the stale' s motion to <.ismiss on the ground that Otey' sclai.ms are not
properly the subject ofapetitionfor habeas corpus under 28 U.S.C.r2254 ( 1988). The district
cour.t, in considering the application for stay of aecUlion, concluded thal the IIIULnUJl
-constitusional issues required more thorough uamination than could be given 'before the
scheduled execuJion d/Jle ofAugust 6, 1992, not only becuase the legal issues are new, bid
because the record is not yet fully developed, SH 1992 WL 185092 (8th Cir. (Neb.)).

X-TINCTION
By:

Daniel O'Phelan

One way lo desaibc the last twelve years would be an effort on the part of our socio-political
institutiom to put the F-word in front of the &words, namely economics and education. We
lose touch with the world outside of these ivory towers. 1be tcnn ivory has, as have so many
in the educational/poUtical institutiom of this country, become a symbol of what isnot correct:
the uncaring, the auel capture of an endangered species. Identification with the plight of the
elephantmay help us to wlderstand theSlruggleof the impoverished, because, like the elephant,
the poor are feared and misunderstood. Feared because of their immensity. Misunderstood
because of the fictiom which perpetuate the "elephant's" true nature.
1bc purpose of this ~y is lo engage in a discovery process, an cxplanation-fust-hand of
the truth and the continual institutionalized process which our society engages in to eliminate
the rise of the poor within the ranks of our educational systems.
Comider this story:
Mary applied to law school. Prior to this she hM had to work far more hours per week than
the aventge student can even imagine. She has one child. And she graduated at the top ofha'
class, despite the daily worries which she endured concerning her health-care, housing. and
education. 1bc costs were so high that she had a nervous breakdown. And after a period of
coumeling, she was subsequcnlly billed and sank to an even lower cmotionalstate. But her
grades remained high. She managed to tnmsfonn herself, from what some counselors thought
wasabasket-casc,intoanexccptional,p-oductive,disciplinedscholar. Toherdismay,thelaw
school program has, a result of her bad aedit rating, a consequence of her poverty-left her
without enough funds for her to continue. The baby is hungry. Her priority has to be lo feed
her child. So she has presmtly quit law school and plans to attempt lo receive welfare until
she can obtain a reasonable paying full-time job.
Our politicians and some educators would say she "opted out" I disagree and view our past
twelve years as being a determined effort to make extinct the idea that poor people can and
should have an opportunity to receive an education.
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What I did Over My Summer Vacation
Printed in the William Mitchell Opinion and the William and

Mary Amlcu, Cur••

Wouldn't it be better to stay peacefully al home, and not roamaboul the
world seeking better bread than is made ofwheat, never considering that many
go for wool and come back shorn?"
-- Don Quixote

"I've seen this flavor ofhappiness be/ore. It's the same phylum ofunregulated
reli.efand despondenl I've seen in thefaces offriends returningfrom half-years
spenl in Europe -faces showing reli.efat being able to indulge in big c'!"'s,flr4fy
while towels, and California produce once more, but faces also gearing up for
the inevilable "What-am-I-going-to-do-with-my-life?" ser,uclinicaldepression
that almost always bookends a European pilgrimage. "Uh oh."
- Dollglas Copeland

GenerationX
Who even thought it would be a good idea to hold classes in Madrid during the
summer is the same person who goes somewhere south of Hell to escape the heal To put
yourself in the right frame of mind to read this article, you should put on long underwear and
swc:ats,drinksomehotcoff'eeandgctintoasauna. lguesswhatl'mtiyingtosayisthatMadrid
is HOT during the summer and one should always remember that while reading this tale.
The set up: I signed up for the William and Mary program last January on the advice
of two WMCL students who had attended last year. Spain seaned the perfect place to go
because in mOl'C than one way it is Spain's year. Five hundred years ago Spain became a
coun1ry and launched an Italian westward into the thcnunknown ocean. Both events arc being
celebrated lhisyearalongwith theXXV Olympiad in Barcelona and the World Expo in Sevilla.
Not to be outdone, Madrid has been dubbed the ••cultural Capital" of Europe in 1992 (by
whom, I don't know) and Spain fmalized its entry into the EEC. I think you'll agree it seemed
more aciting than slaving away in some law firm's library in SL Paul.
I started the program with a one week clerkship with a Spanish law firm, Camado,
Mercher, & Aparcio, a medium sized firm which handles a lot of corporate law.
The first day of the clerkship I was given a huge office with a big desk and two
sofas-somethingl'llneverseeintheStatesmyfustfewyearsouL lwasalsogivenmanycases
to read and a thorough lesson on the law of Spain Two or three times a day I would hit the
street with the lawyer I was working unda to go notarize or register a document In his book,
The Spaniards, John Hooper desaibes this process the best.
"In Madrid it was- and no doubt still is theoretically neces.wy to get official
permission to wallpapa a room. Yet, to obtain this or any similar permit you had to pit in a
morning's work. FU"St, there was the queue for the application form. Then the queue to hand
it in, only to fmd that the application was not valid unless presented with two other documents
which could only be obtained from other departmenls which were almost always in a different
part of town Once you succeeded in getting than, and had queued again for your permit, it
was time to discover that the permit did not take effect until stamped by the head of the
department and that he had gone home for the day."
In my week at the firm, I learned a lot, read a bit, and ate a lot (I was like the lost son
who had come back to the firm). The people at the office were wondcrlully nice and helpful.
The plaoc was filled with a sense ofpeople who loved their jobs and enjoyed their work. Ifear
I may be in for a shock when I work for an American firm. Two events stood out during this
week. One WE a chance to go to the Congrcso de Piputados (the Spanish lower house of
Congress) and watch the debate over the Treaty of MaastricL I saw the President, Felipe
Gonzalez, and others talk about the effect of the Treaty and how the opposing party sucked
(well that's what I got out of it).
I also got a chance to talk with the head ofthe legal office of the biggest bank in Spain,
Banco Popular. An~iableman, who continuously smoked.blackcigarenes and drank coffee,
taught me the inlricacy of the banking community in Spain and Europe, helping me to
appn:ciatc the simplicity of it all back in the States.
After the clerkship was over the main part of the program began. I moved into the
Colegio Mayor San Pablo which is a...a..., to tell the truth I'm not sure what it was. h was part
residencehall,partfralemity and part school (they had claurooms). The whole thing was run
by the Catholic Church and for its part run well. 1be Colegio sat on top of a large hill in the
University district of Madrid. The rooms, with their wood chairs, desks, and slab-like beds
remindedoneofam~cell. Theelcvatorswerescary,thebathroomscouldbefrightening
and the food at the dining hall caused more hunga strikes than all of the British Troops in
Northc:m Ireland. All in all, it was what one expected from a residence hall and the place
quickly became home. There was also a bar, which seemed to be open at the whim of
bartenders, and a pool.
If one has to wonder what America is most advanced in, one only has to use a
European phone to get an amwer. To call someone at the Colegio you must call the front desk,
which then buzzesyourroom and calls out, over the loud speaker, theroom number. A comtant
companion in the pool bar and dining hall was the low voice of the front desk calling out room
numbers. "Dos-ccro-6icte", or "Uno-dos-Ocho" would be heard and someone wouldjwnp to
their feet and race to the nearest "gray'' phone to receive the call. One puts their finger on their
mouth and says "Hmm. how come they just don 'thave phones in every room?" Start asking
questions like that and you might as well have n:mained in the States.
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I took three classes on the program: Civil Law, F.wopeanCivil Rights, and FEC. All
ofthemwcretaughtbycompetentSpanishprofessorswhohadtheunfortunatetraitofspeaking
F.nglish with a British accent Cbmes always came too early but with the fortiblde of a good
law student, and three cups of the mud they called coffee, ancndance occasionally happened.
ClasseswereheldMondaythroughThursdaylcavingthreedaywcckcndsforgroups
ofsbldents to go off and travel. The program held the belief ofall good study abroad programs
that, as much can be learned outside of classes as iri them. Eu.ms came and ended quickly.
They were not easy but didn't kill everyone like normal law school cums. They were
pressure-free by design, and in a way, I learned mOl'C and studied better (are you listming
administrators?).
The people I met come from many different backgrounds.but all had three things in
cmunon:theywerelawstudents,Americansandallblowingoffasummerofclerkingtoayoy
themselves.
The largest block ofstudenls came from William and Mmy in VirginiL I met people
from Indiana. Colorado, Louisiana, New York, Ohio, Michigan, Texas. D.C., Arizanaand all
points everywhere. I also sort ofmet people from Florida. A large group of sbldenlS from an
unnamed school in Florida made up a group, orweU. a clique called '"902lO'ers"', the "Miami
Vice Crowd", the "Beautiful People" and jmt plain "Meatheads''. This closed liUle group
seemed unaffected by the fact that we were there for school. They wcn1 out to Disco's every
night, laid out in thongs and banana hammock swimsuits by the pool every day and seemed
to be confused as to where class was actually held. I've met many different types of people
in my life. but this group was the strongest Live and Learn.
The people I hung around were easy going and mostly southern. After getting over
my initial snickers every time I heard "Y'all", I had a great time. We went to Pamplona, the
bullfight, museums, and of course, we went to bars until late in the morning (sony no Demy
Terio Disco's for us).
On the weekend of July 6, ten of us went to Pamplona for San Finnin i.e. the running
of the Bulls. After a hellish train ridcup, we arrived at 10PM in Pamplona.
The ground rules set up for this trip were simple: pace ourselves, no sleep and no bulls
(bitclJ., moan, whiners). We were there for a great world party and took advantage of it
After initial confusion as to where the real party was, we stumbled outofthebackof
abartofmdsmallstreetsfilled,packed,andjammedwithpeople. Evayoneworeredscarvc:s,
redsashes,andwhiteeverythingelse. LargedrinksandboUlc:sofwinefloatedinpeopleshands
and everyone munched on sandwiches. When things seemed as aazy as they could, a band
would appear from nowhere, strike up the music and send the aowd jumping, pushing, and
dancing for joy. With ten people it was bani to stay together and like divine providence. one
ofour lowly man hers got sick. According to him it was "real sick" not drinking sick (you make
youownjudgments). Thiswaslikcdivineprovidencebccausewelaidhimdownonsamegrass
inapla7.aandhebecametheofficialmeetingpoint. Thisallowedustosplitintosmallergroups
andevengctlostbccausewckncwourillcomradcwaswaitinglikeabeacminthenightcalling
lost ships back to harbor.
At 4:30 or so, we decided to get somecoffceand went to an outdoor cafe in the plua.
1bankfully, there were large umbrellas because the rain came down heavily. In a state of
confusion, someone handed me a paper and wrote the following ..."ln a dizzy pace of beer,
champagne, tobacco and broken glass, reporter at large, Steve Kelley is now reporting from
the Plaza Castillo at 4:53 PM in Pamplona, Spain ThcFiesta de San Firmin happens as we
speak. The pl87.8. is full of red scarved and sashed Spanianis wearing white, heavy metal
wanna-he's that look like they fell off a Johrmie Jares Dio rodie truck. Sleeping foreigners
huddled like dogs looking for a bisalit and many J.O.B. Americans (Just off the boat).
Everyone awaits the ruming of the bulls with half excitemmt and half all-out-fear. All the
American males say they're going to run, but most are going to run after them. As a party, this
rates up there with Oktoberfest, Marti Gras, Carnival. The difference is a certain kind of
Spanish ugliness accompanies this. We sit around nursing a friend back to full drinking health
while dirty Spaniards make fun of our Americaness. !Viva &pana!"
After the cafe we headed en m~ over to the street where the running would take
place. Twoofuswcrestupidenoughtorun Mylastwordstothegroupaslheadedofftoawait
the bulls was, "IfI die, put my on my tombstone, •This is a really sblpid way to die."' I stood
in the street waiting forever for 8AM and the boom of the rocket whiclJ. signifies the start of
the ruming. Boys and men and, even some women mulled around in the street clenching
rolled-up newspapers (used apparently to ward off the bull--hcy anything made sense then).
The newspaper, the Diario de Navarra had a picture of an American being thrown from the day
before, very reasmring.
Finally, the hour came and yours truly stood so far up the course that I ran only a few
bloclcs into the bull ring which the bulls entered forty-five seconds later. I was never in any
real danger. Whew! 1bc only way to go!
I walked back to meet the group and we went to the train station to leave. This
experience and others like it arc what I'll bring away from my summer of 1992 in Spain. I saw
the world as the world came to see Spain I learned about politi~ and law ofa continent which
is becoming increasingly important I strengthened my knowledge and level of speaking
Spanish. And I made some solid and close friends which is always the most important. If
you 're a first or second year Sbldent who would like to do mOl'C with next summer than "make
connections'' in the St Paul legal community and "gain practical experience" at a law office,
go.GotoSpainoranyprogramabroadandleamaboutadiffercntculture,peopleandlife.Meet
people, make friends, and learn about yourself. When you 're there, please raise a toast to
me-I'll be back in Minnesota, studying for the Bar.
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AROUND THE LEAGUES
By Mark Curwln

MLB: So here weare, bad[at the grindstone
and baseball is just U WC left iL That is, the
Twins pitching remains qucstimablc, Kent
Hrbek is back on the endangered species list
and there is now a vacancy in the
Commissioner's Office. Oops! I forgot that
Fay Vincent actually hdd this position l•t
spring. I was mistaken and the owncrs have
just revealed that they in fact hold this posi
tion with thcir ousta ofMr. Vincent Maybe
he just wouldn't go along with converting all
stadium seating to luxury skyboxes in every
ballpark.

There arc pennant races galore and
it looks like the stretch run is going to be fun.
At the time of this column. the 1\vim are 4 1/
2 bac:k and the AL West is still within reach,

especially since Oakland decided to give
Jose's 1:-900 line a new listing. 1hc A's have
beenpunchlcsssinccthetrade and theTwim'
scheduleappeais to favor them over the A's.
Besides,theA'shavcbccnoverachievingall
year with a bunch of no-names; if the Twins
can rediscover their offensive prowess they
will return to post-scasoo play. I say they win
the AL West in the last week of the season.
The AL F.ast continues to be the
domainofthe Blue Jays, but you have to give
the orioles aedit for putting together an ex
cellent year. The Blue Jays have the best
pitching in the division thought and I still say
the World Series winners will be paying a
visit to the Queen this year imtcad of the
President The Brewers? Come on!
The NL West appears to have been

DON'T FORGET TO BOW
By Rob Carpentier
It's been a long, not so hot SllJDmer, and many sporting events have come and gone
sinccmy last column. There is one event that occurred which has kept me satisfied summer,
That event was the All Fngland Lawn Tennis and Croquet Club's 1992 Championmip, better
known as Wimbledm. Ith&'> been running through my head since Andre Agassi won on July
5 in a classic match against Goran Ivanicsevic.
There arc three reasom that the fortnight ofWimbledon captured my fancy this year.
First was that Agam won at all, after all, he is known as the sport's biggest choker and the
experts·say his game isn't suited to~- So mudi for-experts. l;ve always feit iiiat Agassi
was tennis' next superstar. Unfortunately, Agassi thought image would win titles so it was easy
toseewhymenwhosenameslcan'tpronouncefonncountriessmallerthanF.dinaconsistently
beatAgassi. AfterhisaushingdefeatatthehandsofAaronKrickstcinatlimycar'sU.S.Open,
even I gave Agassi up for dOld. But here he came at the game's most hallowed place, Centre
Court, ready to play. And make no bories about it, he was the best in the world for those two
weeks. He beat the King ofWimbledon when he dismantled McFnroe, and had his way with
thcmanwhocomidcrsCentreCourthisalone,BorisBccker. IthinkAgassisurprisedevayone
because he not only didn't fold, he scratched and clawed to stay in the title match and wiIL
The second reason was watching Ivaniescvic. 1be man-childjust recently turned
twenty, is a treat to watch on grass.. When he's on his game, his serve will destroy even the
best of his returners. But the rcasm Ivaniescvic was so captivating was because he did it all
for his country. lvanicscvic is Croatian, and he is proud of that fact. Also known as a choker,
he swed frcxn the first day that he was playing for his homeland. You could seme the people
in Zagreb. Croatia glued to their televisions as they rooted for the country's first true hero. And
what a hero. With all the pressure he put on himself, it was amazing to see Ivanicsevic play
so well. It made the final a great one.
That brings me to the thud reason, my love for the game. I'm a tennis fanatic and an
Agassi. fan...big time. It was better to see Agassi on one side of the neL As I watched the final
it slowly dawned onmethat I was watching a great tennis match, where the winner would have
to fight for the victmy. lvaniCSCCVlc would constantly have a great serve only .to be given a
better reply by Agassi. Agassi would hit a shot that would be a winner on most days. but not
against the lanky Croat 1bc final point was a battle of wills. Ivaniesevic hit a good second
serve that Agassi pounded back. Ivaniescvic was there for the reply. but his racquet failed him
and put the ball into the neL I jumped as high as Agassi. He had won the Big W. That was
the key. Agassi won the match, Ivanicsevic didn't lose it
If you watched the match, you know it was high drama, and you were on the edge
of your scat throughout it. If you were from Minnesota or Atlanta, you may even have started
to rcalizcwhat I did. The 199'2 Wimbledon Men's Final
was one of the grcalcst tennis matches ever played. It was
CROSSWORD ANSWER on the level of the Borg/McEnroe final of 1980, much as
the 1991 World Series was on the level ofthe 1975 series,
1n1n
It was a joy to watch.
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all

that should go a long way in repairing the
Vikings' battered image.

lodted up by the Braves in large part due to
continued excellent starting pitching. The
NL F.ast is an interesting race. 1bc Pirates
can't seem to put the Expos away and you
must wmder if maybe the young &po team
isn't gaining confidence because of this. The
teams have matched winning streaks lately
and this division could tum into an exciting
finish.
World Series prediction: Toronto
in 7 over the Braves.

NHL: So the North Stm fmally traded
Bellows. Bob Gainey has got to be pleased
with his off-season acquisitions from his
old~ in Monuul. While giving up an
established scora-, Bellows, the Stars have
gained a wingcc who can actually skate with
Mooano. Add Mike McPhce and that's a
pretty potent line that is likely to skate rings
around most ddenders. Meanwhile, the
Canadiens added s001e scuing punch with
Bellows and another recent trade for Vincent
Damphousse, and appear to be making a
concerted diort to addrc.u their major short
coming: a lac:k of offense. Training camps
open on the 12th and another exciting (but
ugly, due to the fact that players will now be
allowed to reveal their battered faces and bad
haircuts by no longer being required to wear
helmets) season is just around the comer.

NFL: 1hc Vikings are back! At least this
week. Although they only squeaked out an
O'f victory over the Pack, Viking fam have
got to be encouraged by this win. 1llis is
exactly the kind of game which last year's
team would have lost. One way or another,
they would have found away to lose it. This
time. though, they struggled but kept their
heads in the game and came out victorious. I
gotta believe new coach Dermis Green's atti
tudeand approach to this team had a great part
inSunday'swinHepromisedtocorneinand
motivate the players and I'm sure seeing a
bunch of marquee players get their walking
papas had an extremely motivational effect
on the rest of the team. I'm not predicting a
fifth trip to the Super Bowl, but I am willing
to predict that this team will have a much
moresucccssfulseasonthanrecentteamsand

NCAA: Major college football is under way

for another year and here's hoping the new
Air Wacker attack will have at least some
success. Gotta get a few wim in before Penn
Statejoimthe league! F.arlysca.uiirediction:·
Washington returns unchallenged to the top
of the polls and the Gophers go 5-6.
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MAKE YOUR VOICE HEARD IN 1992
an election judge saving in another precinct
Chcckwithyourcountyauditorormunicipalclerkfarinformaliononhowandwberetoapply.
Some counties will let you vote by absentce ballot without me of these reasons: check ahead
of time. Apply early; ballots arc ready 30 days befare election day, In penon: Apply and vote during normal office hours before the elec1ioo. You can also do
it on the Saturday afternoon (1:00pm to 3:00pm) or Monday evening (5:00pm to 7:00pn)
befare the election.
By mail: Applyearlysoyoucanmailordeliveryourabscnteeballotbackbeforeelectionday.
Call, write or fax for an applicatioo. In SOOlC places you can return your application by fax.
In lhemllllaryoroutslde the U.S.: Vote by absentceballotwhcreyoulmtlived inMinnesota.
You ar your parent, spouse,brother, sister, ar child who are at leam 18 years of age can request
a ballot for you.

1992 will be a vuy important clc:ction year! You will have the chance lo select our nation's
leaders and lawmakers. The offices will be on your ballot:
President and Vice .President
U.S. Rqxcscntative
State Senator
State Rqrescntalive
State court judges
County Commissioners
Other local offices

EX«ECOQN FAST FACTS

OBCl,R TJIBSE QATRS 'EQB 1992
August 25 I.mt day to peregistcr to vote for the state primary election

VOTE AT THE POLUNG PLACE FOR TUE PRECINCT wha'c you actually live.
Your municipal clerk ar county auditar can tell you where. This is important Slate law
requires it! If you will be away, you can vote by absentee ballot.
STATE PRIMARY ELECTION will beheld on September 15
STATE GENERAL ELECTION will be held onNovcmber3
VOTING HOURS arc 7:00am to 8:00pm (acepl for certain small lownships which begin
voling at lO:OOam)
TIME OFF FROM WORK without Joa ofpay during the morning ofthe state primary and
state general election is permitted by state law.

Septemba 12 Absentee voting is open from 1:00pm to 3:00pm at county auditors'

offices
Septcmba 14Absmleevoting is open from 1:00pm to 7:00pm at county auditors'

offices
STATE PRIMARY ELECTION
SF.PI'EMBER 15 Polls open from 7:00am to 8:00pn in most p-ecincts.
October 13 Last day to peregister to vote for the state general election
October 31 A ~ voting is open from 1:00pm to 3:00pm at county auditors'
offices

REGISTER TO YQTR NOW!

November 2 Absentee voting is open from 1:00pm at county auditors' offices
STATE GENERAL ELECTION
November 3. Polls opm from 7:00am Lo 8:00pm in most pn:cinc:ts.
If you need more information about the elections, call or write:
Joan Anderson Growe
Secrelary or Slate
180 Slate Office BuUding
SL Paul, MN 55155-1299
Telephone: (612) 296-2805

You need to be "registered" to vote in Minnesota. To register you must be:
at least 18 years old
a U.S. citizen
a Minnesota resident for al IC3L 20 days before the election
Voter regislration (and voting) is based on the precinct whcreyou arc living at the time of the
election. Ifyou arc a student living in school, you may register at home or atschool; the choice
of residence is yours.
Save time oo electioo day by rqistaing to vote now. All you need to do is complete a voter
registratioo postcard and return it more than 20 days before the election.
Get a regislratioo card:
at state, county, ar city offices ar libraries
when you apply far, renew or change your Minnesota Driver's license or ID card
in state income tax boolddS
at most colleges, univel'Sities and technical schools
at many local busines.teS, ston:s, and community organizatims
Youmayhand-delivecormailyourC(JIJlpletedcardtoyourmunicipalclcrk,countyauditoror
lhe~ofSlate:..

ON EJ,ECTJQN DAY
If yom are not able to register beforehand you can vote by registering on
electiQn day at your polling place.
You will need a proof of residence to register on electioo day. It must show
your current address in the precinct where you live. You may use one of
these proofs:
Minnesota Driver's license, learner's permit or identification card
(ar receipt)
p-cvious registration in the same precinct at another address
"Notice of Ineffective Registration" mailed to you by your county
auditor
College students.may use:
student fee statement, identification card or registration card
cmtaining your airrent address ,
school photo ID if a a:rtified studcnt·housing list or list of stl)dents
is on file at your polling place
someone who is registered in the same precina to vouch for you
Ifyouneedtoregisterooelectionday,makesureyouhaveoneoftheseproofs
before you go to the polling place.
You may wish to considcrvoting:in the morning or afternoon befoce4:00pm,
when there are fewer people waiting to vote at the polling place;

ASSISTANCE FOR YQTER.5
All Minnesota polling places must be fully accessible to elderly and dw.bled
voters. If you do not know the location of your polling place, contact your
county auditor or municipal cletk.
The accessible CDlrance inlo the polling place and the parking spots for
disabled vOlers will be clearly marked.
Ifyou are unable to leave your car, you may request that the ballots be brought.
to you at curbside.
If you are in a hospital, musing home or other health care facility, you may
choose to vote by abscnlec ballot. lnsome cases, eleclionjudges will visit the facility. Call your city clerk far more details.
If you have limited visim, you may ask yow: county auditor for voter
registration and absentee ballot instructions in largqrintor on cassette tape.
Every county and JD05l :cities..will bave-a'IDD device for qucstiom.
If you lave diffaculty reading or marking your ballot, you can a the election
judges for amstance. If you prefer, you can bring a friend or relative to assist
you.
ABSENTF.E VOTING
· You may vote by absentee baJlot if on election day you are:
away from your precinct.
ill or disabled
~ from going to the polling place by a religious
holiday or beliefs
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C ATALUNYA,
from page 2

ceremony everyone agreed it was the best
opening ceremony ever acept for "that
Spanish stuff."
As a footnote. at the beginning of
the ceremony, when King Juan Carlos I en
tettAi the stadium, they apparently played the
Catalan anthem before the Spanish anthem.
The head ofCatalunya, Jordi Pujol, has been
taking heat for it ever since. 11 reminded me
of the story of the aowd at the Palau de la
Musica who sang theCatalananlhem in front
of Fmnco in the 19(i()'s.
The sec.ond part of my lesson on
Catalan culture came when I accompanied
Marta to a town called Montano for their
festival ..Les Sanks". Matao is a co¥tal
town of 50,000, nmth of Barcdooa on the
Meditemmean. Since we were tlJtZ'C for the
festival, which in Iberian badition would of
on all night long, we needed a place to stay.
Marta had two friends there, Martaand
Monica, whom I had met in the States (note:
allmalesinCatalunyaarenamedJordi and all
females arc named Marta. I swear!)
The four ofus went out to dinner at
about 10PM lhad "I'orradaambTomaquet
&calivada,Anxoyesdel' &cala"whichwas
long. hard toast, grilled peppers, and an~
vies. Not exactly Mickey's, but edible. After
the meal we went to a plaz.a,where once again
a band was playing traditional Catalan music.
Let me explain the aowd. 80% wcce young
people, fourteen to thirty years of age. Large
groups were the norm.
The aowd was d r ~ in bad
clothes and stupid big hats (this I'll explain
later). They were near the band dancing out
of control. We moved, through the 100 or so
people, to tables set up by the city govern
ment. They were giving away, hold on to
your ber'ker stocks, free wine. They were
serving it in "porros" (Spanish "porrom'')
which arc an Erlianan tube looking things
with a spout out of one end and a funnel out
the other. 1bc funnel was to pour a stream of
wine into your mouth. 1bc proper way to do
it is to hold the porro as far away from your
mouthaspossible,makingthelongeststream.
Luckily it was white wine, because yours
truly spilled itonmy face to the amusement
of nine or so Catalan girls.
We moved back into the plaza to
ward four large "gegants" of dolls of a king,
qucm,prince,and prlna3. The dolls started
moving up a narrow street and the aowd
jammed in behind them. Now this is the
v,reird part. Above the aowd on strings were
fireworks. Each firework was a tube the size
of a Roman candle,but twice as thick. When
lit, these shoot out a stream of sparks about
twenty feet for about one minute. _A few
seconds after burning out, they explode like
an M-fK>. If placed right, they will spin
around. The reason everyone was wearing
bad clothes and a big ugly hat is thafthe point
of the festival is to run under the sparks. The
Catalan call it "corrcfoc''whichsounds funny
to delicate American ears, but literally means
"run-fire".
As we followed the gegants up the
street. it got a little wider, and they lit the first
stri~ of fm:works. There were probably
lOOorsostrinp,andtheaowd went mus and
started running every which way. Our group
of ten was split up. Marta and I ran along
trying to avoid thesparksandnotgetlrampled.
After the string was lit, two large wooden
dolls shaped like dragons, "dracs," came out.
People would place the fireworks in the out
side of the dracs, light them, and then get
under them (yes, I said i,mgg them) and
p-occed to chase people through the streets.
As one was being lit, I saw ten Catalans
sitting on the street in the path of the sparks

waitingfortheirdescenL I,ofcoursc,sat with
them to prove my, what is it, "sophomoric
college bo&-.ting." Depending on one's state
of mind, it was both fortunate and unfortunate
that by the time the fireworks WCl'C lit thcchac
had turned away.
Finally, Marta and I got up to the
frontofthecrowdwherepeoplewcredresscd
like devils and dcmom, "diables." 1bcy ran
through the crowd with long sticks from
whkhfireworkswereshootingand spirming.
Mostly diables had only two or three fire
works on their sticks, but I counted 125 on
one. Catalamwould wait for a diable to light
their fireworks and then would nm DCJtt to
them, and dance up the street as the spades
shot off. I never thought I would say this
sentence, but Marta and I danced with a devil
in Catalunya.
~ whole maddened, paganistic
ritual wound its way through the streets of
Mataroforahalfanhour. Thewholetimeone
could hear "bang, bang"from the spent fire
works exploding. It was similar to the infa
mous "Who~' conocrt with people stamped
ing out of the way of.a chasing diableor drac.
During this part of Les Santes, I
observed groups of teenagers dancing and
running from the sparks. I picked up on two
so~ they were singing. One was "Bota,
Bota, Bota Espanyol el qui uo Bota," which
m~"Hop, Hop,HoptheOneThatDoesn't
Hop is Spanish." This song caused the crowd
to hop like crazy. The other chant/song I
heard was "Madrid Se Quera, Se Quera
Madrid,"therallying ay for the libaals in the
Spanish Civil War, "Madrid is Burning,
BurningisMadrid." Ofcoursc,nowitisused
spitefully.
In the end, the crowd poured into
another plaza. The comers were defined by
huge metal beams, giving me the impression
of being contained in a huge box. At my end
was a stage with dancers. The aowd was
constantly shoving one another until a cheer
rose from it. Water cascaded onto the crowd
from sprinklers attached to the metal beams
towering approximately forty feet above.
Evciy few seconds the ccowd would be
drenched by the ice cold water; the only thing
we could do was dance.
Catalan rock music filled the plaza.
They all seemed toknow the lyrics by heart,
and as Marta was constantly reminding me,
"in Catalan." A favorite one contained a bit
of double entmdre. "fanl Se Ral, Fm Vull
Moullar," which means "It Just Doesn't
Maner,IWanttoGetWet." You supply your
own meaning.
Asafcwbars,ofwhatlthoughlwas
another Catalan rock song, played, the crowd
really went crazy. But, of course. it was no
surprise that the crowd shouted at the top of
their lungs to the first lines of "Born in the
USA." Ah, the Boss and Rock n' Roll. I
couldn't help standing up straight, putting
my hands on my side and giving a devilish
smile of Amaican cultural superiority. At
least for the moment.
We were quickly lhrown back lo
Catalan culture as the sprinklers stopped. Al
three different places around the plaza, men
with cherry-piclccrs with very wide hoses
sprayed this slovenly crowd with soap suds.
I personally didn't get covered, but after five
minutes of this I looked down to see about
four inches of suds on the ground; my shoes
were covered. They finished with the suds,
turned the sprinklers back on to rime off the
masses, and returned to the party. After
another half an hour of dancing, we headed
home at 4:30 AM.
As we walked up the street, shoes
squishing, Monica asked me if there was
anything lik.e Les Sartes in my city. I thought
about Winter Carnival, St Patriclc's Day,
Taste of Minnesota, and the State Fair. I
looked her straight in the eye and said a

definite, "No."
SocndsmytaleaboutCatalunya. I
discovered, from my weekend, that in heart
and spirit Catalunya is a diffcrcntcountry
than Spain. I also know politically they'll
never achieve independence. The struggle is
good forCa~unya. It gives them something

to talk about and a reason to reveal their rich
culture. It gives them a unity and a purpose
rarely achieved in any political entity. Most
of all, it gives them a reason to stay up and
dance all night, which I suspeu Ibey would
do anyway.

Bar Review
By Stephen Kelly

"I will" - Chic0&0 motto

Chicago the city with big shoulde:s, the second city, hog butcher to the world, what
adump. Don'tgetmewrong,Ilovethistown.It'sbig,it'soosmopolitan,it'scultured;
but this only applies to 10"1 of the popilation The other 90'I, of the Chicagoland
arca(always rananber to put the land) think culture is a Vienna red hot. old style beer
and enough Brut to gag Mayor Daley.
I wmi staying in Chi-town for two nights before I ventured abroad. A college
roommate of mine, Brendan has an apartment aaoss the street from Wrigley Field,
about three buildings from the L. There's nothing like waking up with what you think
arc the shakes only to find out is the Dearbomc train rolling by.
Igotinat6pm,gottohisapartmentat7pnandcaughtacabtogooutat9pm.
We wished the cab driver "Happy Ramadan" and got out We first went to "Mc
Oirdee's" a chicago Irish bar. Chicago Irish bar meam there is no Harp or Guiness
on tap, only Old Style and the most Irish thing on the wall is a bea poster of Kathy
Ireland. When you are in Chicago half the people tell you that Old Style is Chicago's
beer and the other half tell you it's Budweiser. Some sort o( strange class. ethnic
grouping splits Chicago into these two factions. I've never figured out what it is. We
drank our Old Styles standing in the middle of the bar constantly being bumped by
people who just had to be on the other side of the thirty by ten foot bar. Most of the
people in the bar were 708 ers who lived in the city, either going to college orworking
sales for a pipe fitting company. Everyonduui a jean or bomba' jacket on and were
wearing college sweatshirts. After a few Steve Miller songs we split to a bar aaoss
the street called "The Hidden Shamrock", 2723 N. Halsted. Now this was an Irish bar.
Sure it was a little too popular for comfort and there were too many people with wary
hair but hey this place was great. As I walked in the door a band W1'$ playing to the
left. They called themselves the "Bohunks" and played Seager,Springsteen, FJvis and
the BoDeans; not horrible but not great. I walked through the dance floor past a bar
onmyleftintoahallway. InthehallwaylhepicturesofJamesJoyce,BrcndanBchah,
William Butler Yeats, Oscar Wllde,Johalhah Swift and Nahum Tate hung. My friend
Brendan rustled me to the back bar through the hallway because he said the "greatest
bartender in the world" was there. He was right. We turned the corner to the back bar
and the bartender yelled "Hey Brendan." She had a cigarette and clwnpagnc gJag in
one hand and was pouring a pint of Guincss with the other; what a woman. Webellied
up and she poured two Guinesses for us without asking. Brendan flipped her his
AMFX card so I knew a SC8J}' night awaited us. We fmished our beers and Brendan
ordered two Bushmill whiskeys, with 7up served over ice in p i n t ~ They were
so good that desaibing them would only belittle and deprive future comumers of the
Hidden Shamrock.
The bar was packed in a way only a Chicago bar can. People with drinks and
cigarettes filled the middle ofevery open space. Tables and chairs were pushed to the
side covered with coalS and people too stiff to walk.
We grabbed another Bushmill and 7up and went to the dance floor to get
hassled. A friend ofBn:ndan'swas impatient to dance. I said I'djoin her but she didn't
know what she was in for. She was so excited to get out there, but so unprepared for
her partner to be doing the large man's shuffle. After sufficiently embarrassing her,
she went to get another drink and I watclted the band. They were playing some sort
of KQ type crap song like "I like that old fine rock and roll," when someone threw
something on the stage. After a second look I saw it was a bra. Suddenly women started
filing into the bathrooms and upon reentering the dance floor threw undergannents
onto the stage. Panties, bras and camisoles. All I could think was ..good Lord this is
not the Twin Cities". The band jammed out some more songs with undergannents on
lhcir heads and wehad to leave. We walked up the street and went lo "KingstorcMincs,
2548 N. Halsted", a famous blues place which by definition(i.e. famous) makes it only
second rate. We paid a covec and damn it I forgot a receipt for those pcom al the
"Opinion" and walked into a dark, smokey cavernous room. Groups of people stared
at our whiteness as we ~ed through them to the bar. A couple of Jim Beams on ice
and we were set. We made our way to a parallel room where a vciy bluesy band was
hammering out "Honeybee", a Muddy WateJs classic.
We found a seat, tilted our heads back & took the most powerful mind-altering
substance known to humankind, the Blues. It literally takes you to a place of c:cst.y
where everything is allright. and.just for a moment your job doesn't suck. After.an
hour we found the gumption to leave.
This was4:30am. ThiswasdefinitelynotMinnesota,thestatewhercnothing
is allowed. An Lridehome,quidc stop at 7-11 and I hit thewoodfloorofBrendan's
apartment with only a blanket to protect me. I fell asleep with a mellow calmness of
a night well done and a city well taken advantage of. I love the Twin Cities and have
done a lot of the bars here; but brother evciy once and awhile a pilgrimage must be
made and the only Mecca in the midwest the "I will" city- Chicago.
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And for good reasons . ..

0Shaughnessy Educational
Center, the same location we
have had for the past 20 years.

1. Outstanding Lecturers - Our
faculty is made up of bar review
experts and includes some of the
top law professors in the country.

8. TuitionFreeze--A$50.00
course deposit freezes your
tuition at the current level,
regardless of when you plan on
taking the MBR/BRI course.

2. Comprehensive Outlines All the material you'll need for
the bar exam in a concise and
understandable format. (Great
for preparing for law school exams).
3. Directed Testing Program Includes weekly practice sessions
and simulated multistate and
essay examinations.

··

10. Minneapolis Based Office Our Minneapolis headquarters is
open every business day to serve
you. With MBR/BRI, you will
get answers, not recordings.

4. Mini-Review Program Provides capsulized multistate
outlines and additional lectures
on each multistate subject for last
minute reinforcement.
5. Gilbert Multistate Exam
Workshop - An intensive
review workshop to help prepare
you for the multistate section of
the Bar Exam.

9. $50.00 Discount on the
Professional Responsibility
Review Course - All MBR/BRI
students receive a $50.00
discount when signing up for our
Professional Responsibility
Review Course.

6. Day or Evening Classes.
7. Excellent Facilities and
Convenient Location - . Held at
the University of St. Thomas,

Now you know why, year after
year, Minnesota Bar Review/
BRI, Inc. is the number one

choice for bar exam preparati£?n.

For more information, contact your
campus representatives or call our office at 338-1977.
WILLIAM MITCHELL REPRESENTATIVES
Patty Boo
Becky

Carey Jensen

Dethmers Patrick Juarez

Ray Hoffman

Josh Kasdan

Dan Seidel
Tim Wilson
Sandra

Minnesota
Bar Review/BAI, Inc.

MBR/BRI ... the leader in bar review.

Woessner

